RNA secondary structure prediction including pseudoknotted structures of arbitrary types is a well-known NP-hard problem of computational biology. By limiting the possible types of pseudoknots the problem can be solved in polynomial time. According to the empirical thermodynamic parameters, the formation of a stem starts to decrease free energy of the structure only after the formation of the third stack of base pairs. Thus, the short stems may be unstable and provide a limited contribution to the overall free energy of a folded RNA molecule. Therefore, detailed analysis of stems in pseudoknots could facilitate reducing pseudoknots complexity. In this paper, we show that the pseudoknots from experimentally determined RNA spatial structures are primarily formed by short stems of 2-3 base pairs. The short stems tend to avoid hairpins and prefer internal loops that indicates that they could be energetically insignificant. An exclusion of short stems reduces the diversity of pseudoknots to two basic types which are Hknots (signature abAB) and kissing loops (signature abAcBC). The only exception is a pseudoknot formed by 12-13 stems that was found in group II intron molecule from Oceanobacillus iheyensis only in the presence of exon segment IBS1. In the absence of IBS1 the pseudoknot is reduced to kissing loops type.
INTRODUCTION
Ribonucleic acid (RNA) is one of the most important classes of biopolymers in the living organisms. Along with DNA and proteins RNA molecules are vital for many cell processes (see review [1] ). In the last two decades a plenty of functional noncoding RNA molecule types has been discovered that led to a new vision of RNA role in a cell. Apart from wellknown messenger, transfer and ribosomal RNAs there are microRNA, transfer-messenger RNA, small nuclear RNA, long noncoding RNA, etc., that are involved in translation [2] , gene regulation [3] , RNA processing [4] and other processes.
Since the function of an RNA molecule strongly depends on its spatial structure it seems very important to analyze its structural patterns including all levels of organization: sequence, * baulin@lpm.org.ru t38 Mathematical Biology and Bioinformatics. 2019. V. 14. № S. doi: 10 .17537/2019. 14.t37 secondary structure and tertiary structure. Such element as pseudoknot is of particular interest since it's the most complex type of RNA motifs. At the time there is no common opinion whether pseudoknots should be treated as a part of secondary or tertiary structure of RNA [5] . Pseudoknots are required for many processes such as tertiary folding and activity of ribozymes [6, 7] , splicing [8] , telomerase functioning [9] .
RNA secondary structure prediction is a classical problem of RNA bioinformatics. A number of algorithms can solve this problem in polynomial time (see review [10] ) but predicting either classical RNA structures (i.e. excluding pseudoknots) [11, 12] or only few pseudoknot types [13, 14] . In [15] it has been shown that RNA secondary structure prediction including pseudoknots of arbitrary types is an NP-hard problem.
Here we report that the pseudoknots from experimentally determined RNA spatial structures are primarily formed by short stems of 2 or 3 base pairs. According to [16] [17] [18] the folding of a stem starts to decrease the free energy of a structure after the formation of the third stack of base pairs only. Thus short stems are expected to be energetically insignificant and it becomes promising to investigate the role of short stems in RNA pseudoknotted structures. In this work we have analyzed all pseudoknots from experimentally determined RNA spatial structures concerning the lengths of their constituent stems. We have shown that having short stems excluded from the consideration the diversity of pseudoknots is reduced to two basic types. We also report new evidence for energetic insignificance of short stems.
METHODS

Terminology and formal definitions
We consider RNA molecule as a sequence of nucleotides i.e. as a sequence of letters in the alphabet {A, C, G, U}. Nucleotides in a molecule are indexed from 5'-to 3'-end with integers from 1 to L; here L is the sequence's length.
A Base Pair is a pair of nucleotides (i, j), where i < j, which forms hydrogen bonds. We consider only pairs of complementary nucleotides (A-U and G-C pairs, also known as Watson -Crick pairs) and G-U pairs (Wobble pairs).
A Stem is a sequence of base pairs of the form (i, j), (i + 1, j -1),..., (i + k, jk) such that 1) k ≥ 1;
, where x = 0, ..., k, form base pairs. Pair (i, j) is called an external pair of the stem or a face. Pair (i + k, jk) is called an internal pair of the stem. For a stem (i, j), (i + 1, j -1),..., (i + k, jk) the fragment [i, i + k] of an RNA chain is called a left wing of the stem, and the fragment [jk, j] is called a right wing.
A stem is called a short stem if k < 3. Base pairs (m, n) and (p, q) have a conflict if m < p < n < q or p < m < q < n. A base pair has a conflict with a stem if it has a conflict with any base pair from the stem.
An
2) There is no l such that i < l < j and both regions [i,...,l] and [l + 1,...,j] satisfy the condition 1);
3) There are base pairs (i, k) and (l, j); possibly, k = j and i = l. A pair of positions (i, j) is called a face of the ECR [i, j]. Note, that if the positions i and j are paired and belong to a stem then the face of the ECR coincides with the face of the stem.
An ECR is a pseudoknot (or pseudoknotted) if base pairs from its stems have conflicts. Otherwise ECR is called pseudoknot-free or classical. The work follows our original formal definitions described in [19] and at http://urs.lpm.org.ru/struct.py?where=3#def. For classical RNA structures the definitions coincide with the commonly accepted [20] .
Pseudoknot signatures
We use a classification of pseudoknots based on the notion of signature. The classification is close to topological classification from [21] . The main difference is that we take into account only stems excluding isolated base pairs. The definition of signature coincides with the one from [22] . Similar definitions also occur in works [10, [23] [24] [25] .
Consider all stems of an ECR and index them with latin letters according to positions of their wings from 5'-to 3'-end. The left wing of the stem will be denoted with a small letter, e.g. a, the right wing will be denoted with a capital letter, e.g. A, and the stem will be denoted with two letters, e.g. aA.
A full signature of an ECR is the sequence of its wing letters given according to the wings positions on the chain from 5'-to 3'-end, see Fig. 1 .
An upper signature of the ECR is a string obtained from its full signature by 1) deletion of fragments corresponding to sub-ECRs; 2) renaming of the letters preserving their order to obtain a string containing all letters of a proper beginning of the alphabet, see Fig. 1 .
Stems xX, yY, …. are connected within an upper signature if both the word xy... and inverted word ...YX are subwords of the upper signature.
A signature (or a reduced signature) of the ECR is a string obtained from its upper signature by 1) deletion all letters except x and X (the first letter of the left part and the last letter of the right part) corresponding to chains of connected stems;
2) renaming of the letters preserving their order to obtain a string containing all letters of a proper beginning of the alphabet, see Fig. 1 . Fig. 1 . Signature of the pseudoknotted ECR. The ECR contains seven stems; each stem is labeled with a letter (see the text). The word abcAdeEDfgCBGF composed of such letters is the full signature of the pseudoknot. The nested stems named dD and eE are removed. The letters for the remaining stems are reassigned. The word abcAdeCBED is the upper signature of the pseudoknot. We combine each family of parallel stems into one arc. The letters are reassigned. The word abAcBC is the signature of the pseudoknot. The figure is prepared with R-chie web-server (www.e-rna.org/r-chie/).
Input data
We used the URSDB database [19] as a source of experimentally determined structures as the only database of RNA structures and RNA-protein complexes containing PDB entries [26] with annotated signatures of pseudoknots. A non-redundant set of RNA-containing PDB entries has been selected using the BGSU RNA Site ( [27] , version 2.156_all of November 24th 2017). The set included 2300 structures formed by 2974 RNA molecules from 1987 PDB entries. Since URSDB counts interchain stems we have recalculated all pseudoknot signatures excluding such stems. Next, all signatures have been recalculated in three separate waysexcluding stems of length 2, excluding stems of length 3 and excluding stems of both lengths 2 and 3. To verify that the non-redundant set contains all possible pseudoknot types we repeated the process for the complete set of RNA-containing PDB entries from URSDB.
RESULTS
RNA structures of the non-redundant set included 12793 stems of different lengths. Short stems made up to more than half of all stems that are part of pseudoknots: 1171 stems of 2303. We also discovered that short stems tend to avoid hairpins (p-value < 2.2·10 -16 , Fisher's exact test) and slightly prefer internal loops instead (p-value = 6.29·10 -9 , Fisher's exact test), see Table 1 . Short stems adjacent to internal loops could be stabilized by noncanonical base pairs inside the loop and by neighboring stems, but the short stems adjacent to hairpins lack additional sources of stabilization. This supports the previous data [16] [17] [18] that short stems are energetically unstable. In the non-redundant set of RNA structures we found 396 pseudoknots with 13 different signatures, see Table 2 . The most frequent types were H-knots (signature abAB, 289 instances) and kissing loops (signature abAcBC, 67 instances). After excluding the short stems all recalculated pseudoknot signatures belonged to two basic types mentioned above (see Table 2 ).
DISCUSSION
We also analyzed pseudoknot signatures presented in the complete set of RNA-containing PDB entries from URSDB. By doing so we found 6986 pseudoknots in total and 1276 pseudoknots after short stems exclusion. Interestingly 6 of the latter were neither H-knots nor kissing loops and kept their signature abcdCefAFDEB after short stems exclusion.
All 6 pseudoknots of signature abcdCefAFDEB were found in the instances of group II intron molecule from Oceanobacillus iheyensis. In total we counted 26 structures of this molecule in URSDB composing equivalence class NR_all_35054.3 [27] . The pseudoknots abcdCefAFDEB required the specific exon segment called Intron Binding Site 1 (IBS1, sequence AUAA). Apart from 6 pseudoknots found earlier (from 5 PDB entries: 4ds6, 4faq, 4fau, 4y1n, 4y1o) we found 3 more (PDB entries 4far, 3eoh, 3eog) where the similar pseudoknots were formed but in these cases IBS1 was not ligated with the intron and the interchain stems of pseudoknots were removed from the consideration thus changing the pseudoknot signature.
The pseudoknot abcdCefAFDEB requires IBS1, thus it probably exists only before or during splicing. It should be noted that IBS1 is absent in the representative structure of NR_all_35054.3 class (PDB entry 5j01) that explains the absence of signature abcdCefAFDEB in Table 2 .
We also performed a search for group II intron molecules from other organisms and found three such structures -two from Lactococcus lactis (5g2x, 5g2y; class NR_all_28269.1) and one from Pylaiella littoralis (4r0d; class NR_all_05993.1). Structures from 5g2x and 4r0d also contained IBS1 and formed complex pseudoknots. However, these pseudoknots contained short stems and without them had simpler signature abAcBC. Therefore, in all available RNA-containing PDB entries there is one and only example of a complex pseudoknot that does not contain short stems.
CONCLUSION
We analyzed short stems in the formation of pseudoknotted RNA structures. We have shown that short stems tend to avoid hairpins and prefer internal loops that indicates that they could be energetically insignificant. By excluding short stems, all of the pseudoknots from the non-redundant set of RNA structures belonged to two basic types with signatures abAB and abAcBC. From this point it might be possible to design an algorithm for RNA secondary structure prediction based on two iterations: (a) prediction a structure with no short stems allowing only two mentioned types of pseudoknots and (b) addition of energetically favorable and sterically possible short stems.
Analysis of the complete set of available RNA structures revealed the only example of a complex pseudoknot that did not contain short stems. This pseudoknot was found in group II intron molecule from Oceanobacillus iheyensis only in the presence of exon segment IBS1. 
